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How Cherry’s can
personally help you
create more productive,
safer, and cleaner
industrial workplaces…

Productive
workplace.
Safe
workforce.
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We started with a simple idea...

C

herry’s was originally founded in 1982
to market the pallet inverter, a new
piece of material-handling equipment
developed to turn entire pallet loads
over to safely recover and replace broken bags
of fertilizer, sugar, and other dry products. This
little “niche” product soon became a must-have
for all material handlers. Our Cherry’s-brand
inverters now touch hundreds of products every
day, from Campbell’s soup to lottery tickets,
from ATM machines to cosmetics. With the
success of this product, Cherry’s itself grew as
well, branching into all pallet-related machines.

upholding the highest standard of
quality, respecting American jobs,
and deliberately not contributing
to human rights abuses and
environmentally-unsafe practices
in other parts of the world. Since then, we
have purchased the rights to manufacture a
wide variety of product lines that were ready to
be shipped overseas or discontinued. Through
keeping these needed products in the market,
we hope to continue the great American legacy
of quality craftsmanship at home.

We solve problems.

Our clients aren’t just looking for a quick fix, they
want the highest-quality equipment available to
seamlessly integrate into their existing processes.
We understand that—and that kind of quality
can’t be found off-the-rack or overseas. Our
innovative, top-notch risk assessment examines
all the potential outcomes of each product and
subsequently crafts a durable, lasting piece
of machinery aimed to eliminate risk in the
workplace and improve productivity.

It wasn’t enough to have one great product,
we wanted to create lasting solutions to the
problems of the pallet industry: repetitive motion
injuries, back strain, fatigue, and other incidents
resulting in harm to employees, expensive
workmen’s compensation claims, and lost
hours. So, we expanded our product line to
include seven different primary products, as
well as dozens of different models and custom
designs—all geared toward reducing risk in
the manufacturing and warehouse industries,
increasing safety, and saving valuable time.

We make it in America.
All Cherry’s-brand products are manufactured
and assembled in the U.S.—not a single part
is outsourced. We made the conscious decision
to bring all of our processes back home a
number of years ago, realizing the importance of

We know real quality.

We value you.
We respect our clients. We understand what
matters to you. And it’s these values that inform
all we do. That is our promise to you.
Thank you for coming to Cherry’s for your
material-handling needs. We look forward to
serving and partnering with you for years to
come!
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Pallet inverters
Plastic pallets
90° tippers
Roller skids
Pallet dispensers
Lifting tables
Pallet washers

